This paper proposes a hybrid optimization algorithm which combines the e orts of local search (individual learning) and cellular genetic algorithms (GAs) for training recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Each weight of an RNN is encoded as a oating point number, and a concatenation of the numbers forms a chromosome. Reproduction takes place locally in a square grid with each grid point representing a chromosome. Two approaches, Lamarckian and Baldwinian mechanisms, for combining cellular GAs and learning have been compared. Di erent hill-climbing algorithms are incorporated into the cellular GAs as learning methods. These include the real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) and its simpli ed versions, and the delta rule. The RTRL algorithm has been successively simpli ed by freezing some of the weights to form simpli ed versions. The delta rule, which is the simplest form of learning, has been implemented by considering the RNNs as feedforward networks during learning. The hybrid algorithms are used to train the RNNs to solve a long-term dependency problem. The results show that Baldwinian learning is ine cient in assisting the cellular GA. It is conjectured that the more di cult it is for genetic operations to produce the genotypic changes that match the phenotypic changes due to learning, the poorer is the convergence of Baldwinian learning. Most of the combinations using the Lamarckian mechanism show an improvement in reducing the number of generations required for an optimum network; however, only a few can reduce the actual time taken. Embedding the delta rule in the cellular GAs has been found to be the fastest method. It is also concluded that learning should not be too extensive if the hybrid algorithm is to be bene t from learning.
I. Introduction
Neural networks with closed paths 1 in their topology are known as recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The architecture of RNNs enables them to preserve past states of the networks. Therefore, RNNs have the capability of dealing with spatio-temporal problems which have been found to be di cult for feedforward networks 36] . In order to determine the weights of RNNs, a number of training algorithms have been proposed 38], 44], 48]. These algorithms are based on some gradient descent approaches where the weights in the RNNs are adjusted continually in order to minimize an error function.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) 12], 16], 33], 34], in contrast, are stochastic search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. GAs can be and have been used in training neural networks 2 (for a review, see 46] ). In this respect, the GAs are used to minimize the network error function which is typically de ned as the mean squared error (MSE) between the actual outputs and the desired outputs for the whole training set. We have previously 25] , 27] demonstrated that using cellular GAs 45] to train RNNs requires a long time to evolve acceptable solutions. One possible way to reduce the time taken is to add a learning mechanism to the cellular GAs. This leads to a hybrid optimization algorithm in which the e ort of local search (individual learning) and GAs is combined.
In biological systems, learning occurs during the life-span of an individual, and it is a process that involves the interaction between an individual and its environment. Through the experience of this interaction, the behavior (expressed by the phenotype) of an individual is adapted accordingly such that it will be better at achieving its goals. This behavioral adaptation is achieved by modifying the`inborn' phenotype to the`learned' phenotype via learning. The motivation of adding a learning mechanism to GAs is that if each chromosome acquires knowledge about the environment through learning, it is possible to accelerate evolutionary adaptation.
There are two possible forms of embedding learning in GAs. In the rst form, the change in the phenotype by learning is transformed to the corresponding change in the genotype. This is known as Lamarckian learning 2], 47] through which the acquired experience is passed to the o spring. The acquired information (observed in the phenotype) through learning is directly coded into the genotype.
In the second form of embedding learning in GAs, the learned behavior a ects the genotypes indirectly. This is known as Baldwinian learning (based on the Baldwin e ect 5], 43]). 3 Unlike Lamarckian learning, the genotypes after Baldwinian learning remain unchanged (i.e. the changes in phenotypes by learning cannot be transformed to genotypic changes). Only the tness will be replaced by the`learned' tness (i.e. tness after learning). A chromosome will survive longer if its`learned' tness is better, resulting in a smaller chance of being replaced in the next generation. If it can survive for a su cient number of generations, then it is possible to evolve, by genetic operations, into the right genotype corresponding to the`learned' tness. Although Baldwinian learning cannot change genotypes instantly, there is evidence 1], 15], 21] that it can direct the genotypic changes.
In other words, with Baldwinian learning, even if a chromosome has an undesirablè inborn' tness (i.e. tness before learning), it may still have a high chance (provided that its`learned' tness is better) of being selected to evolve into a better chromosome by genetic operations. Baldwinian learning can be regarded as a kind of phenotypic variability; consequently, learning increases the variance of the selection (i.e. the e ect of learning is to weaken selection and to increase genetic polymorphism) 3]. Results of previous research 19] , 47] showed that incorporating Baldwinian learning into GAs has the e ect of altering the tness landscape such that it would become atter around each local optimum. This phenomenon leads to an enlargement of the basin of attraction such that more chromosomes will be allocated around each local optimum. The overall e ect of Baldwinian learning is that it can help to nd the global optimum 37], 47], especially in a changing environment 3], 6].
Although both of the above learning mechanisms can be used in GAs, their philosophies are di erent and the extent to which they can assist GAs is also not clear. This prompts us to explore the e ects of using these learning mechanisms in cellular GAs. Our nding is that Baldwinian learning cannot be better than Lamarckian learning in evolving neural networks, especially when the learning method can change a large number of weights in the networks and the changes are too large for genetic operations to cope with. Furthermore, it is found that the learning methods need not be sophisticated in order to gain the bene t of combining GAs and learning.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we compare various approaches (including ours) to embedding learning in GAs for the optimization of the weights and/or the topologies of neural networks. A long-term dependency problem, to be tackled by the recurrent neural networks in the experiments, is described in Section III. Section IV introduces the cellular GA. Section V describes the learning methods that we have used in our experiments. Sections VI and VII compare and discuss the results of the simulations in which learning is embedded in cellular GAs to optimize the weights of RNNs. Finally, we conclude in Section VIII. Their experiments di er in how learning is applied. Some researchers 23] used GAs to nd possible regions containing the global optimum, then used learning as a nal ne-tuning operator. Good results could possibly be obtained provided that an e ective learning method is employed or the best solution found by GAs is already very close to the global optimum. As the learning methods we used are not e ective for training RNNs when they are used alone (to be discussed in detail below), we did not consider this approach in our experiments. Other researchers 24] ne-tuned a chromosome when its tness was good enough, or in other words, when its tness was greater than a prede ned threshold. However, it is di cult to determine the threshold value. Moreover, this approach assumes that greater improvement could be achieved by applying learning to chromosomes with better tness. We believe that learning should be applied equally and that allowing poorly performed chromosomes to learn could also improve the evolution of the whole population. Therefore, we have adopted the approach similar to that of 9], 17] where learning was applied to ne-tune every chromosome generated in each cycle of GAs. In our experiments, we have also investigated the e ect of varying the learning frequency on the evolution process, as in 18].
Usually, learning methods depend very much on the chromosomal representation. For oating point representation, some researchers 23], 35], 41] used gradient descent algorithms such as backpropagation or its variants as the learning methods. In this case, the gradient in the tness surface (or error surface) is calculated, and weights are changed accordingly. The gradient information is therefore fully utilized. However, these learning methods are computationally expensive for large networks. Apart from the gradient descent algorithms, the algorithms from Solis and Wets 42] can also be used 32]. On the other hand, if binary representation is used, the learning methods 24], 30] will usually involve ipping some bits in a chromosome randomly in order to obtain a better chromo-some. These`bit-ipping' learning methods do not take the gradient information of the error surface into account. The implementation can be very simple as in 30] , where learning is based upon the genotypes of parent chromosomes and their corresponding tness. The time complexities of these`bit-ipping' learning methods can be very high as in 24] , where tness has to be calculated for each ipped bit. There is also a learning method 17], using binary chromosomal representation, that ips bits in a chromosome according to the Hebbian learning on output nodes. An interesting result among these`bit-ipping' learning methods is that even though they are simple and do not guarantee to produce a better chromosome after learning, they can improve the convergence of GAs 17], 30].
In our experiments, chromosomes have been represented as a string of oating point numbers. We are more interested in the learning methods that take the di erence between the desired and actual outputs into account. If gradient information about the error surface is available, it is better to make use of it. Therefore, we have tried di erent gradient descent algorithms with the aim of making a learning method as simple as possible. Most reports did not show the actual time improvement, making the real bene t of combining GAs and learning di cult to observe. We, however, compare the actual time taken in this paper.
III. The Long-Term Dependency Problem
Many sequence recognition tasks such as speech recognition, handwriting recognition and grammatical inference involve long-term dependencies { the output depends on inputs occurred long time ago. The sequences involved in these tasks are usually characterized by di erent time scales. In terms of short time scales, they can be characterized by the dynamics that generates the sequences, while in terms of long time scales, they may have syntactic and semantic structures. For example, speech recognition involves the processing of short-term speech signals as well as the processing of phonemic features spanning a much longer interval. In grammatical inference 28], a single word at the beginning of a sentence may a ect the grammatical correctness or alter the interpretation of the sentence. In online handwriting recognition 7], words formed by a pen trajectory may possess sequential structures that spans a long period.
The performance of these applications depends mainly on whether the long-term dependencies can be accurately represented; however, extracting these dependencies from data is not an easy task. While recurrent neural networks provide a promising solution to this problem, previous research 8] has shown that the commonly used gradient descent algorithms have di culty in learning the long-term dependencies. To overcome this difculty, we propose to combine GAs and local search algorithms for training RNNs. The hybrid algorithms not only resolve the long-term dependencies problem e ciently, but also provide us an e ective means to illustrate the bene t of combining di erent local search methods and GAs. We emphasis the bene t via the gain in convergence performance when the GAs and local search are combined. Here, the convergence performance is de ned as the mean squared error (MSE) attained after a xed period of time.
The problem we used is de ned as follows. In other words, when the rst input symbol is x at time t, the output at time t + k is x 0 ; when the rst input symbol is y at time t, the output at time t + k is y 0 . For other time intervals, the output predicts the next input. A training sequence is formed by the concatenation of ten randomly chosen input/output sequences. A test sequence comprising 100 randomly chosen input/output sequences is used to determine the misclassi cation rate (i.e. the chance of misclassifying an input sequence). Table I shows an example of the training sequences with temporal length k = 5. As the problem becomes increasingly di cult when the temporal length increases, we used a length of 5 time steps which was found to be su ciently di cult for the gradient descent algorithms.
In this study, RNNs ( Fig. 1 ) with three input nodes and twelve processing nodes ( ve of them were dedicated as the output nodes) have been used to learn the long-term dependency problem with a temporal length of ve time steps. Therefore, there are a total of 12 12 + 12 (3 + 1) = 192 weights required to be optimized.
Although the long-term dependency problem is a hypothetical problem, it can be used as a framework for more complex sequence recognition tasks where classi cation decisions must be made at the end of a sequence. For example, in 39], the correct spelling of a sequence of corrupted text can be found by a prediction model, which is trained to predict the next letter from the previous letters. After training, the model is able to generate a large number of possible text sequences. The most probable text is the sequence that has the largest probability of matching the corrupted text, given an estimation of the probability of having incorrect text. Likewise, predictive neural networks which predict the next frame of speech based on several previous frames can be used as speaker models for speaker identi cation. Given an utterance spoken by an unknown speaker, his/her identity can be found by selecting the speaker model with minimum prediction error at the end of the utterance 20].
While the long-term dependency problem is rather simple when compared to the above real-world problems, it allows us to have a better control of the experimental conditions. For example, the extent of the long-term dependency can be easily controlled by changing the number of time steps between the rst input symbol and the last output symbol. In more di cult problems, however, there may be many uncontrollable factors that a ect the e ciency of the training process, making the interaction of learning and GAs di cult to observe.
IV. Cellular GAs
The idea of cellular GAs has been introduced by several researchers 10], 11], 45]. It has been used in 2], 17] where learning and GAs were combined to train neural networks. In cellular GAs, the population of chromosomes are organized as a 2-dimensional toroidal grid with each grid point representing a chromosome. To use cellular GAs to optimize the weights of RNNs, each weight in the networks is encoded as a gene of a chromosome and in the form of a oating-point number. A chromosome, in which the number of genes is equal to the number of weights, represents an RNN. The tness of a chromosome is determined by the network error function which is the MSE between the desired outputs and the actual outputs. In this case the better the tness, the lower is the MSE. The following is the procedure of the cellular GAs used in our experiments. In each reproduction cycle, every position in the grid has equal opportunity of being selected for starting a random walk. However, as the best chromosome along a random walk is always chosen for crossover, chromosomes with better tness have a higher probability of being selected. In our experiments, a population size of 100 and a random walk of 4 steps 4 have been used. We have found that the cellular GA is able to nd an acceptable solution for the long-term dependency problem with these parameter settings. In cellular GAs, the reproduction process takes place`locally' in the grid. The reason for using cellular GAs in our experiments is that bigger variance in genomes is allowed if the population is spatially distributed (i.e. chromosomes are arranged spatially, say in a toroidal grid, and reproduction can only be occurred between neighboring chromosomes). Local reproduction has the e ect of reducing selection pressure so that more exploration of the search space can be achieved 29] and the risk of getting stuck in local optima can be reduced, especially in the case where Lamarckian learning is used 2]. The e ect of using a spatially distributed population can be assessed by comparing its performance with that of another GA where crossover is allowed between any two parents (i.e. the reproduction process takes place`globally' in the population). Such comparison can be found in Fig. 2 where di erent GAs were used to train RNNs in solving the long-term dependency problem. It is evident that the cellular GA (| 3 in Fig.2 ) outperforms the GA with`global' reproduction (| + in Fig. 2 ). We also found that when the GA with`global' reproduction was used, 6 out of 100 simulation runs were trapped in local optima with MSE being higher than 0.2. However, when the cellular GA was used, none of the simulations was found to be trapped in these local optima. Therefore, it is more appropriate to use cellular GAs in this case.
One may notice that cellular GAs use crossover extensively. It has been criticized 40] that the use of crossover can be detrimental to searching for a good solution in some circumstances. Fogel et al. 13], 14] also found that there was no advantage of using crossover in their experiments. To investigate the e ectiveness of the crossover operator, we have removed it from the cellular GA, resulting in an evolutionary algorithm with asexual reproduction. The cellular GA as speci ed in procedure cellularGA and the asexual evolutionary algorithm formed by removing the crossover operator from procedure cellularGA were used to train RNNs in solving the long-term dependency problem. Fig. 2 illustrates that the evolutionary algorithm without crossover attains a higher MSE. This result prompts us to use crossover in the cellular GA and all hybrid algorithms in this work.
During the mutation, a node in the network is randomly selected, and each weight connected to the input part of that node is changed by a positive or negative o set with exponential distribution (see procedure cellularGA). As there are 12 processing nodes, the probability for a weight to be mutated is 1 12 . We have increased this probability to 1 (i.e. all weights will be mutated). However, the result (| in Fig. 2 ) is poor. In this work, the o set due to mutation follows an exponential distribution. Other researchers 35] , 41] also made use of exponential distributions rather than Gaussian distributions. Their reasoning is that most of the weights in the optimal solution tend to be small in magnitude but some may have large absolute values. Therefore, exponential distributions which favor small o sets but still allow large o sets to occur were used. This can be justi ed by a pilot experiment in which the e ect of using Gaussian mutation is compared with that of using an exponential one. As shown in Fig. 3 , the former leads to a very poor result in the long-term dependency problem. Therefore, exponential distributions have been adopted in this study.
V. Learning Methods
We have used the cellular GA as described above to optimize the weights of an RNN in solving the long-term dependency problem. In order to improve the convergence, we have also incorporated several learning methods into the cellular GA. These learning methods are hill-climbing algorithms, and their aim is to obtain a better set of weights such that a smaller MSE can be achieved when they are incorporated into the cellular GA.
A. Real-Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL)
The real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) 48] algorithm is an on-line training algorithm for RNNs. It is a gradient-based algorithm in which the weights of the network are determined by minimizing the MSE between the desired output and the actual output at the current time step. Given an RNN, the corresponding error gradient at the current time step is calculated, and the weights are changed according to the error gradient to minimize the MSE. The parameters of an RNN are de ned as follows:
x k (t) = signal applied to input node k at time step t. y k (t) = actual output of processing node k at time step t. I = the set of indexes representing the input nodes (including the bias). U = the set of indexes representing the processing nodes (including the output nodes). O = the set of indexes representing the output nodes. z k (t) = x k (t) if k 2 I, z k (t) = y k (t) if k 2 U. d k (t) = target output of processing node k at time step t. s k (t) = activation of processing node k at time step t. w ij = weight connecting node j to node i.
The dynamics of node k 2 U in the RNN is de ned as 
The weights are updated by w ij (t) = ?
where i 2 U; j 2 U I, and is the learning rate.
For notation convenience, we denote @y k (t)=@w ij as p k ij (t). By di erentiating (1) with respect to w ij , p k ij (t + 1) can be found by
where i 2 U; j 2 U I; k 2 U; ki is the Kronecker delta, and p k ij (0) = 0. The RTRL algorithm (represented by (1) { (4)) is computational intensive because it has a time complexity of O(n 4 ) for each time step, where n is the number of processing nodes. A simple GA-RTRL hybrid approach will lead to unrealistic computation time. This limitation causes us to derive several simpli ed versions of RTRL. The idea behind the simpli ed versions is that we aim at reducing the overall computation time of the GA-RTRL hybrid algorithms by reducing the complexity of the learning algorithm.
B. Restricted RTRL
In the original RTRL algorithm, all weights are changed in a direction opposite to the error gradient. Therefore, the amount of computation increases with the number of weights. In order to reduce the complexity of each learning cycle, changes in weights are restricted to those connecting to output nodes where target outputs are given. Therefore, (3) remains the same, but i 2 O instead of U. As 
where i 2 O and j 2 U I.
Comparing to the original RTRL algorithm, the restriction on the weight changes in this learning method may cause errors in the gradient computation. However, combining this restricted learning method with the cellular GA is an attractive alternative provided that the combination can shorten the time in nding an acceptable solution. This also applies to the following learning method where the computational complexity is further reduced.
C. Delta Rule for Output Nodes Only (DR)
This approach simpli es the above learning method further. It di ers from the restricted RTRL in that p k kj (t + 1) does not depend on p k kj (t), where k 2 O and j 2 U I. Therefore (6) becomes
where i 2 O and j 2 U I. Combining (3) and (7), the weights connected to the output nodes are updated by w ij (t) = e i (t)f 0 where i 2 O and j 2 U I.
We can see that (8) is the delta rule for the output nodes. During each learning cycle, we consider the fully connected RNN as a feed-forward network. The dynamics of the network is based on a fully connected RNN architecture; however, the updates of weights are based on a feed-forward architecture (i.e., the delta rule given in (8) ). The philosophy behind this approach is to reduce the computational complexity as much as possible by eliminating the term P q2U w kq p q ij (t) in (4).
VI. Embedding the Learning Methods in Cellular GAs
There are various ways of incorporating the learning methods, as described in the previous section, into the cellular GA. First, di erent learning methods can be used to learn for one epoch, where an epoch is a complete presentation of all training patterns. Second, the learning frequency can be varied, i.e., learning can take place after every reproduction or at regular generation intervals. Third, we can adopt Lamarckian learning or Baldwinian learning. In this section, di erent combinations are speci ed and their results are shown. The average result (averaged over 200 simulations) of each combination is plotted. The time taken for each simulation is based on the CPU time of a Sun Sparc 1000 workstation. The MSEs (together with the variances) attained after 4 minutes of simulation are also tabulated so that the signi cance p of the di erence between two MSEs can be calculated by Student's t-tests, where p < 0:05 implies that the di erence is statistically signi cant.
In all simulations, the reproduction process has been the same as procedure cellularGA, but learning was applied to the newly-born o spring at each generation. The learning rate of all learning algorithms was xed at 0.9. Since RTRL is computational intensive, applying learning after every reproduction results in long computation time. In order to reduce the overall complexity, simulations where the RTRL was applied to a randomly selected chromosome at regular generation intervals have also been performed.
A set of control experiments have been performed. In these experiments, only the learning methods described in Section V were used (i.e. without GAs) to train an RNN in order to solve the long-term dependency problem. It was found that the RTRL algorithm found a solution with MSE being less than 0.01 only in 1 out of 10 simulation runs. For other nine simulation runs, the RTRL algorithm can only reduce the MSEs to 0.08. For other learning methods (restricted RTRL and the delta rule), no acceptable solution can be found in all simulation runs, and the MSEs can only be reduced to 0.09. This indicates that using the gradient-based methods alone is not able to solve the long-term dependency problem.
A. Embedding RTRL in Cellular GAs
The table in Fig. 4 shows the signi cance p, computed by Student's t-tests, of the di erence in MSEs between any two approaches to embedding RTRL in cellular GAs. The di erence is considered to be statistical signi cant when p is less than 0.05. The results show that the pure cellular GA achieves a statistically lower MSE than all cases of Lamarckian learning. It also shows that when the generation interval between the applications of Lamarckian learning is short, the MSE attained is high. However, Fig. 5 shows that when the time involved in learning is neglected, applying Lamarckian learning at a short generation interval (e.g. 20 or 50) can achieve a statistically lower MSE. These results suggest that although RTRL may provide some bene t, the corresponding increase in computation time may not provide su cient payo .
A comparison between the convergence of the Lamarckian learning and the Baldwinian learning applied at the same generation interval (see Fig. 4 ) reveals that the latter achieves statistically higher MSEs. The ine ciency of Baldwinian learning is clearly shown. Fig. 5 shows that even if the learning time is neglected, the MSEs attained after 20,000 generations are statistically higher when Baldwinian learning is applied at a short generation interval (e.g. 20 or 50). We have the following conjecture for explaining this phenomenon. The more di cult it is for genetic operations (crossover and mutation) to produce the changes between the genotypes corresponding to the`inborn' tness and the`learned' tness, the poorer is the convergence of Baldwinian learning.
In Baldwinian learning, the`learned' tness of a chromosome is the tness obtained after learning. This`learned' tness is not equal to the`inborn' tness corresponding to the genotype. Genetic operations are therefore required to produce the change in the genotype, where the change should correspond to the di erence between the`inborn' tness and thè learned' tness. While these genotypic changes are produced randomly by crossover and mutation, only some of them may match the phenotypic changes caused by learning. If only one gene (or one weight) is allowed to be changed 5 during Baldwinian learning, the genetic operations should have no di culty in producing this change. However, in the RTRL algorithm, all weights are changed; consequently, it is very di cult for genetic operations to produce the corresponding changes in the weights. It becomes more di cult to produce the changes when the learning frequency is high, since the weights are changed more often. Therefore, according to our conjecture, the results of the Baldwinian learning are poor even if the time spent on learning is neglected. This also explains why the convergence of all cases of Baldwinian learning in Fig. 5 is poorer than that of the pure cellular GA. of Baldwinian learning. They found that when the amount of phenotypic plasticity (difculty in learning) was either too small or too large, the convergence became poor. In another study, Keesing et al. 22] showed that the amount of tness improvement incurred by learning a ects the Baldwin e ect signi cantly. In other words, too little or too much improvement could lead to poorer convergence. In addition to these factors, this study suggests that the level of di culties for subsequent genetic operations to obtain the necessary changes in genotypes is also a signi cant factor that a ects the Baldwin e ect.
B. Embedding Restricted RTRL and Delta Rule in Cellular GAs
Figures 6 and 7 show that when the complexity of the learning method is reduced, the MSEs achieved by Lamarckian learning are statistically lower than that achieved by the pure cellular GA. This indicates that when Lamarckian learning is properly embedded in the cellular GA, better neural networks can be obtained. Another advantage of embedding Lamarckian learning is that the resulting hybrid algorithms save computation time considerably. For example, the pure cellular GA takes 4 minutes to attain a MSE of 0.0303. To evolve a network to the same accuracy, the hybrid algorithm with restricted RTRL requires 2.0 minutes and that with the delta rule requires 1.4 minutes, suggesting that up to 65% of computation time can be saved. Figures 6 and 7 show that embedding restricted RTRL or the delta rule in the cellular GA using Baldwinian mechanism performs poorly during the rst 4 minutes. However, these hybrid algorithms achieve a signi cantly lower (signi cance p < 0:01) MSE after 20,000 generations, as shown in Table II . This indicates that if computation time is not a concern, Baldwinian learning has merits. Of particular interest is that no such situation occurs when RTRL is embedded in the cellular GA using Baldwinian mechanism (see Fig. 4 and Table II where Baldwinian learning performs poorly with respect to both convergence rate and achievable MSEs). Recall that the main di erence between RTRL and simpli ed learning methods such as restricted RTRL and the delta rule is that the latter has a smaller number of changeable weights. Consequently, it is relatively easy for the genetic operations to produce the changes in weights caused by the simpli ed learning methods. This suggests that Baldwinian learning is able to assist evolutionary search provided that the learning is not excessive.
VII. Discussions
In general, a well trained network has a low misclassi cation rate on test data. This can be observed in Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . We found that when a network learned well on the training set, then it also performed well on the test set. Therefore, a network that is successfully trained is able to solve the long-term dependency problem.
Comparing various implementations of Lamarckian learning, embedding the delta rule in the cellular GA achieves the lowest MSE in a given CPU time. For example, the average MSE attained after 4 minutes is only 18% of that achieved by the pure cellular GA. Bear in mind that applying the delta rule does not guarantee any improvement in tness in each learning cycle. Applying this learning method alone is not rewarding because the error gradient computed by this method may di er signi cantly from the more accurate one (compare (7) and (4)). To see whether this approach is successful in other GAs, we have tried embedding the delta rule in di erent GAs. Table III illustrates the improvement obtained when the delta rule was embedded, suggesting that this approach can also be applied to other GAs. So far we have focused on the convergence performance of the hybrid algorithms by looking at the MSEs after a given CPU time. It is also interesting to explore the capability of these algorithms without considering the computation time involved. Table II summarizes the MSEs achieved by various hybrid algorithms after 20,000 generations. It shows that combining cellular GAs and RTRL with Lamarckian learning applied at every generation attains the lowest MSE. This approach, however, has limitations as it requires an extremely long computation time. For example, to reach 20,000 generations, this hybrid algorithm requires 11 hours, whereas the hybrid algorithm that combines cellular GAs and delta rule requires 9 minutes only. It is also evident that when the learning frequency decreases (generation interval between learning increases), the MSE achieved by Lamarckian learning increases while that achieved by Baldwinian learning decreases. This phenomenon agrees with our conjecture for Baldwinian learning that learning should not be too extensive; otherwise, the genetic operations would not be able to produce the changes in phenotypes caused by learning. To verify the bene t of Lamarckian learning, let us increase the complexity of the longterm dependency problem { the temporal length is doubled to 10 time steps. The RNN to be trained has 4 input nodes and 16 processing nodes, where 6 of them were dedicated as output nodes. 6 Therefore, there are totally 16 16 + 16 5 = 336 weights. In our experimental work, we used a population size of 1600 instead of 100, but other parameters remained unchanged. As the problem is more di cult, a large population size is required to increase the chance of nding an acceptable solution. However, a large population size also increases the computation time signi cantly. This is a typical problem in GAs. Fig. 8 illustrates that combining cellular GAs with the delta rule achieve a better convergence as compared to the pure cellular GA despite the large number of weights.
Our conjecture for Baldwinian learning stated in Section VI-A suggests that if many weights are changed by Baldwinian learning and the changes are large, the hybrid algo- rithms will not be better than the pure cellular GA. This is because the search space is too large for genetic operations to produce the correct genotype associated with thè learned' tness. The validity of the conjecture has also been justi ed in our recent report 26] where further evidence is provided. It is interesting to point out that the results of a recent independent study performed by Mayley 31 ] also support our conjecture. Mayley 31] suggested that to get the maximum bene t out of the Baldwin e ect, the phenotypic distance between two phenotypes has to be correlated with the genotypic distance between the corresponding genotypes. The phenotypic distance is measured by the`ease' of transforming the`inborn' phenotype to the`learned' phenotype by learning, while the genotypic distance is measured by the expected number of genetic operations required to achieve the corresponding transformation in genotype space. When there are many changeable weights, the correlation between the genotypic distance and the phenotypic distance becomes small. As a result, the advantage of Baldwinian learning is lost. This study found that combining cellular GAs and Lamarckian learning is a promising approach. For a learning method to be e cient, the learning process must not spend too much computation time as compared to the reproduction process so that a net gain could be obtained. Therefore, the criteria for a good learning method are: 1) it should be simple so that computation time taken is short; and 2) it should have the capability of moving towards on obtaining a better solution in each learning cycle. Obviously, these two criteria are contradictory. One should choose an algorithm that strikes a balance between these two criteria, although it may be di cult to decide which criterion is more important. Comparing to the delta rule, the restricted RTRL might be more capable of improving the tness; but we have found that its computation time is 40% longer. In the long-term dependency problem, it is the hybrid algorithm that uses the delta rule has better convergence. However, it is possible in other problems that the restricted RTRL is more capable of improving the tness than the delta rule, and this improvement could be so signi cant that it can compensate for the cost of longer computation time. In this case, the hybrid algorithm that uses the restricted RTRL may converge better.
There is a dilemma in adding learning to GAs: the more frequent and the larger extent (e.g., more epochs for each learning cycle) we apply learning, the more improvement can be achieved in each generation; however, this can only be achieved at the expense of more computation time. As a result, these parameters have to be chosen carefully such that the combination of learning and GAs is better (in terms of computation time) than the pure GAs. The selection of these parameters may not be di cult. This is because in our experiments, the convergence of combining cellular GAs and the delta rule is better than the pure cellular GA even for the simplest case in which minimum amount of learning (one epoch per learning cycle) is applied.
VIII. Conclusions
This study has found that embedding simple learning methods in the cellular GA using the Lamarckian mechanism can improve the prediction and classi cation capability of RNNs. This suggests that the learning methods need not be sophisticated in order to get the bene t of combining GAs and learning. It is commonly believed that using GAs to train RNNs is a slow approach. However, our study suggests a way to speed up and to improve the accuracy of the training process. Our experiments also show that Baldwinian learning cannot be better than Lamarckian learning. We postulate that Baldwinian learning is not suitable for evolving RNNs, especially when the learning method can change a large number of weights in the networks and the changes are too large for genetic operations to cope with. Our ndings are based on the experimental results obtained by embedding various learning methods in the cellular GA. The resulting hybrid algorithms were used to train the RNNs in order to solve the long-term dependency problem. Further investigations are required to see whether this approach will be successful in other problems, and to provide a more critical comparison between Lamarckian learning and Baldwinian learning.
